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ABSTRACT

We present new computation methods in which the geometry management of MCNPX
input files can be automated. We demonstrate this method with respect to the target station 2
design at ISIS. The method presented is not a mathematically robust method, but by starting
from a valid baseline model allows this model to be mutated in a reliable way. Those features
that still need to be improved and added are discussed at the end. We use this method to show
that a mixed lead/water pre-moderator gives a better neutron flux to radiation damage ratio for
the coupled moderator.

1. INTRODUCTION

The ISIS second target station is required to deliver high brilliance, long wavelength
neutrons to a wide range of instruments. The existing synchrotron will deliver protons to the
target at 800MeV with a lOHz frequency. This low power from the proton beam allows a
solid target design and a full range of cryogenic moderators to be used without excessive
engineering complexity.

The design of the moderators is being carried out using neutronic Monte Carlo
simulations to optimize different design parameters. These simulations do not differ
significantly in their information content and accuracy of the Monte Carlo results, relative to
previous design work on other moderator assemblies. However, the dramatic increase in
computing power means that the simulations can search a parameter space with a realistic
engineering description. This allows the effect of vacuum gaps, composite materials, pipe
work and mounting points to be incorporated.

The current simulations were carried out on a 32 node Beowulf cluster of l.6GHz CPUs
with an ethemet backplane. The simulation code was MCNPX version 2.2.5 beta release. For
a typical model, this allows 450 runs/day with a 1% tally accuracy for a typical plot of energy
vs intensity. This level of computing power shows the essential requirement that the job
submission, optimization and result reporting is automated.

We have developed a new suite of automated software for these types of problems and
we will highlight the capabilities by means of an example. The coupled moderator of target
station 2 is a high intensity, broad pulse shape moderator. The objective is to maximize the
flux over a large wavelength range without regard to the time structure. Therefore, the
coupled moderator has been designed with a basic figure of merit (F.o.M.) expressed as
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The basic components of the coupled moderator (Figure 1) are the solid cylindrical
tungsten target, which is cooled by a layer of DiO, contained in a steel pressure vessel. The
thickness of the steel and KM) layers has been determined by the engineering constraints
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rather than neutronic considerations and cannot be altered. The target radius had previously
been optimized by maximizing the neutron flux (below 5MeV) on the outer surface of the
steel pressure vessel.

Methane

Liquid Hydrogen

Steel

Figure 1. The layout fo the groove moderator, showing a water pre-moderator. the hydrogen layer
docs not need such a large pre-moderalor so a void has been left.

Above the target is the pre-moderator of room temperature H2O which acts to localize
the fast neutrons near the moderator. It has an additional function in reducing the heat load on
the moderator. The cryogenic part of the moderator sits directly on lop of the pre-moderator.
The coupled moderator consists of two sides, one is a solid methane block in which a 3x8cm"
groove has been cut out. The instruments on this side only view the centre of the groove, and
obtain a high neutron flux. The grooved side is considered as the primary face and all
optimizations are to maximize the F.o.M. from this face. The other side is a block of liquid
hydrogen, which is viewed by those requiring the highest number of neutrons possible due to
its larger surface area, although not at the same flux density of the grooved face.

In addition to maximizing the F.o.M. for the neutron flux, it is also necessary to
consider the heating of the moderator. The heat tally is used for two purposes (i) to estimate
the cooling power required by the cryogenic system, (ii) to estimate the radiation damage to
the solid methane. In the second case we assume that the heating power is proportional to the
radiation damage sustained. We can compare the heating power results from our model to the
heating power obtained with the IPNS MCNPX model, and extrapolate to the actual radiation
damage observed at the IPNS. The IPNS uses a !5u.Amp beam on their current solid methane
moderators and requires an anneal every 3 days. For the TS2 design study, it is proposed that
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the moderator is annealed every 12 hours. This results in us requiring a peak healing power of
0.08W/cc at 60u.Amp.

In the TS2 design, the optimal neutronic pre-moderator would be a 1.2cm thick H?O
slab, in order to obtain the maximum F.o.M. However, when the radiation damage to the
moderator is considered, a 3.4cm thick pre-moderator would be required in order to obtain an
appropriate anneal time. This results in a 35% loss in the F.o.M.

There are several possible optimization points for maintaining the healing power, whilst
increasing the neutron flux. This is because about 30% of the radiation damage comes from
gamma-ray produced in the target. The neutron yield from the target surface is peaked at
4.5cm from the front face of the target, whilst the gamma yield is peaked at 6cm, and falls off
considerably less rapidly than the neulron production. The gamma ray heating component can
then be isolated from the moderator by using a suitable shielding material, that allows the
neutrons through, or geometrically by suppressing the gamma ray flux from the back of the
target.

The first candidate for gamma shielding is the target material itself. If the target radius
is increased, the target acts to shield its own gamma production whilst increasing the number
of (n,xn) reactions. However, this has the effect of increasing the moderator to target distance
and increasing the volume of steel and coolant DiO used. This is because the thickness of
coolant and steel must be maintained. It also does not allow separate optimization of the
hydrogen and CH4 pre-moderators.

A second candidate solution is to use a lead layer in the pre-moderalor to suppress
gamma rays coming from the target. It allows the lead to be specifically tailored to the
incoming gamma ray flux and the hot spots within the CH4 moderator since it is only the peak
heating power that must be kept below 0.08W/cc.

2. OPTIMIZATION METHODS

In order to determine the optimal configuration, we decided to optimize both candidate
models at the same lime. We allowed both the radius of the target to vary and the thickness of
the lead layer including allowing the lead layer to have zero thickness. The procedure to solve
this optimization problem was as follows:

i. Set the radius and the thickness of the lead
ii. Run MCNPX models, adjusting the pre-moderator thickness until the peak healing

power was optimized to 0.08 W/cc
iii. Make a long run of MCNPX
iv. Calculate the flux and F.o.M. from the moderator
v. Based on the F.o.M. obtained, adjust the radius and lead thickness again

vi. Repeal from 2

This procedure requires a considerable degree of sophistication in the job control scripts
for which the minimum features are: (i) the control script must be able to write a valid
MCNPX input deck, (ii) the script must e able to add/remove tallies, (iii) it must be able to
make geometric adjustments to many different components within the system, (iv) the script
must be able to determine when a job has finished and (v) the tallies and F.o.M.'s must be
calculated and their errors assessed.

The most difficult part of the above procedure is to maintain the geometric integrity.
This is made significantly more difficult by the MCNPX requirement that each shape is both
internally and externally defined by its bounding surfaces. There are highly developed
methodologies based on the point bound region approach to 3D geometric definitions.
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However, this cannot be used in MCNPX because the run lime penalty for using such a
description is too high. Instead, we have developed a geometric control mechanism to allow
adjustments to an surface defined set of objects.

3. GKOMHTRIC CONTROL

The geometric control system works by defining objects in three classes: user defined,
mutable and filler, and by working with a default geometric configuration. This baseline
arrangement must be a valid MCNPX input geometry in which there are no overlapping
object or void volumes.

3.1 User Defined Objects
The user defined object refers to those components that the user r fitting algorithm

wishes to directly control, e.g. the pre-moderator r the target shape. They are the simplest
objects since they have only to be parameterised and positioned within the final model. They
re the first objects placed into the model. After all user objects have been inserted, a simple
check is made to see if any of the vertices of each object lie within another object. This check
is not a rigorous overlapping check but due to the nature of most MCNPX problems, it is
normally sufficient. A full check would require that the smallest distance between two
vertices on one object is calculated and then that each external line of each object is divided
into points separated by this minimum distance. If none of these points were found to be
within another object then this would be sufficient proof that no objects overlap. However, the
weaker but significantly quicker method has been used throughout. In the event of an overlap
occurring, this will be picked up when MCNPX loses particle tracks, however, this will
terminate the optimisation run.

3.2 Mutable Objects
The mutable objects are objects that cannot be completely allowed to absorb the

changes to the user defined object. For example, the aluminium can surrounding the pre-
moderator should retain its thickness, as the pre-moderator is changed. The process of
generating the final position of the mutable object is carried out using an iterative procedure.

i. Calculate the external convex hull of the mutable object
ii. Determine if any user objects reside completely within this convex hull

iii. If yes, determine the modification required to the mutable object and repeal from I lor
all mutable objects

iv. While mutable objects exist repeat from I
v. Calculate all interactions that are common, i.e. two objects which wish to move a

common surface in two different directions and resolve the conflict
vi. Loop over all mutable objects in inclusion order
vii. Calculate shared surface between the mutable and user objects

17/7. If the shared surface has moved, displace the mutable object and all objects within it.
Repeat loop again (from (v)

The inclusion order is defined as the order of objects based on the number of object
layers contained within its convex hull. Single objects with no included objects come higher
up the list than objects containing an included object. Objects which have multiple shells, e.g.
A includes B, and B includes C, are placed lower. The list is further resolved by promoting
those objects which encase a smaller volume.
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The method requires iwo additional algorithms, one for resolving the case where an
object contains another object and the second for resolving the case when an object impinges
into a neighbouring object.

The containment algorithm is a simplified version of the minimum enclosure method
11 ]. First, the surfaces of the convex hull surrounding the inner object are calculated. Then
the displacement of these surfaces relative to the baseline shape and position of original
convex hull surfaces is calculated. Next, for each true surface of the enclosing object (this
includes all internal and concave external surfaces), project the normal of the plane from the
surface centre and each vertex of this true surface towards the inner convex hull. The normal
of the plane surface (nHuii) on the inner convex hull at which the incoming vector intersects is
determined. The maximum value of nsurtace. nnuii is found and the outer surface is displaced by
Dhuii ("surface. nHuii). where Dhun is the distance the intersected surface moved relative to its
baseline position.

This algorithm is not infallible but deals with 90% of the object interactions.
The interference algorithm is based on calculating the extent to which the incident

object overlapped the secondary object and moving the secondary object to reduce the overlap
to zero. If this cannot be achieved an error is generated for user intervention. First, the overlap
of the convex hulls in the original baseline model is calculated. This is not always zero
because objects can interlock with a concave intersection that the convex hull does not
contain. Second, the overlapping intersectional volume of the two convex hulls is calculated
and the centre of the mass for the overlapping volume is computed. Third, the overlapping
intersection is calculated for a slightly smaller movement of the incident object, and the centre
of mass of this intersecting component is calculated. The two centres of mass then form the
vector along which the secondary object is moved, until it does not overlap.

This method is not completely reliable and a history of each object is required to be
stored, but it is simple to implement.

3.3 Filler Objects
Filler objects do not have any mutation under the current system. They will be expanded

or contracted as other objects move. The only exception to this has been the flight lines
which have had their horizontal planes tracked to the centres of the moderator faces.

There are a number of difficulties with the current implementation. The code was
written in Python, and runs very slowly. This is particularly apparent for objects with large
number of surfaces, when the number of vertices increases at the rate N(N-l)(N-2) and thus
can be very large for even moderately sized objects.

4. RESULTS

The method has been applied to the problem of increasing the flux of the moderator by
decreasing the heat-load associated with gamma rays. Simulations were carried out and the
results are presented in table I.

Parameters varied

Radius

l.ead

Radus + Lead

Best Values

3.9cm

1.9cm

Radius =3..1cm and Pb=0.7cm

Gain in Flux

10%

8%

14%

Table 1. Results from the runs using the multi-parameter fining method.
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The results show the system of multiple parameter optimization can be beneficial. The
advantage of the current system is that the whole flight-lines and moderator are required to
move as the pre-moderalor is changed and this saves significant human effort. It is the ability
to move a large number of objects coherently that allows models with significant amount of
engineering detail to be optimized.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have a first version of a geometry handling package for MCNPX simulations. It can
be used to refine a geometry without direct configuration of the components. This shows
promise to allow optimization of significantly more complex models than are currently
parameterised.
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